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Abstract :  Major seismic events during the past decade such as those which have occurred in Northridge, Imperial Valley (May 18, 

1940), California (1994), Kobe, Japan (1995), Turkey (1999), Taiwan (1999) and Bhuj, Central Western India (2001) have 

continued to be demonstrate the destructive power of earthquakes, with destruction of  buildings, bridges, industrial and port 

facilities as well as giving increased to great economic losses. Among the possible structural damages, seismic producing pounding 

has been commonly observed in several earthquakes. As a result, a study on buildings pounding response as well as proper seismic 

hazard  practice for adjacent buildings is carried out. Therefore, the need to improve seismic performance of the built environment 

through the development of performance-oriented procedures have been developed. To estimate the seismic demands, nonlinearities 

in the structure are to be considered when the structure enters into inelastic range during huge earthquakes. Despite the increase in 

the accuracy and efficiency of the computational tools related to dynamic inelastic analysis, engineers tend to except simplified 

non-linear static procedures instead of rigorous non-linear dynamic analysis when evaluating seismic demands. This is due to the 

problems related to its complexities and suitability for practical design applications. The push over analysis is a static, nonlinear 

procedure that can be used to estimate the dynamic needs imposed on a structure by earthquake ground motions. This project entitled 

“Seismic Pounding Effects in Buildings.” aims at studying seismic gap between adjacent buildings by dynamic and pushover 

analysis in SAP2000.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The process within which the response of the soil influences the motion of the structure and therefore the motion of the structure 

influences the response of the soil is termed as SSI. During this case neither the structural displacements nor the bottom displacements 

are freelance from one another. Ancient Structural Engineering strategies disregard SSI effects that are appropriate just for lightweight 

structures on comparatively stiff soil. Ex. low rise structures, easy rigid retentive walls. SSI effects become outstanding and should 

be regarded for structures wherever effects play a major role, structures with huge or deep seated foundations, slender tall structures 

and structures supported on a awfully soft soil with average shear rate. The projected work is predicated upon the unstable analysis 

of irregular building frames. For this the building frames with soil structure interaction impact is taken {into account} into account. 

More those building that bear the pounding effects because of too little gap between them also are thought-about. The thought of 

irregular buildings, soil–structure interaction and pounding effects are all introduced and therefore the analysis strategies were 

mentioned.  

Pounding occurs when the adjacent buildings start vibrating out of phase during the seismic analysis which causes collision 

amongst the adjacent buildings. Pounding is one of the main causes of severe building damages in earthquake.   

  

  

   
 

 

 

Fig 1.1 Different ways in which building can vibrates during earthquake 
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II. BUILDING MODEL ANALYSIS 

In order to gauge the seismic gap between buildings with rigid floor diaphragms victimization nonlinear dynamic analysis a pair of 

a sample, the building was adopted the small print of the building as reproduced in section three.2. The finite component analysis 

computer code SAP2000 nonlinear is employed to form 3D model and run all analyses. The computer code is in a position to predict 

the geometric nonlinear behavior of house frames underneath static or dynamic loading, taking under consideration each geometric 

nonlinearity and material physical property. The computer code accepts static hundreds (either forces or displacements) also as 

dynamic (accelerations) actions and has the power to perform eigenvalues, nonlinear static pushover, and nonlinear dynamic 

analyses. The building used for analysis is created from an inspired arrangement, a pair of level and three-level buildings as used 

for analysis, the ground height of each building as a pair of.8m however the basement height is totally {different completely 

different} to form different cases, we've got unbroken basement height as a pair of.8mand 3.8m for various cases, the fabric 

used as M20 concrete and fe500 steel bars. Completely different checks like column PPM interaction quantitative relation, 

beam/column capability quantitative relation, column/beam capability quantitative relation, and drift level check were performed 

on the building to envision the steadiness of structure and where necessary the scale of a column is multiplied to pass the checks. 

350x350mm and 400x400mm column, 230x300mm beam, and 130mm block are employed within the building, the block used for 

stairway is 125mm thick. For soil interaction, spring is employed in situ of soil and used stiffness of string to depict completely 

different kinds of soil. 

                                    
 

 

                                                  Fig 3.1 Equivalent spring thickness 

                                           
 

Fig 3.6: Different cases for pounding 

 

 

 

 

 

4 models have been considered for the purpose of the study 

• 1. Building with equal height and equal floor height 

• 2. Building with equal height and different floor height 

• 3. Building with different height and same floor height 

• 4. Building with different height and different floor height 
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II.  ANALYSIS RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

SAP2000 is employed to figure the response of a 2 (G+2) and 3 construction (G+3) buildings for Non-Linear Dynamic (time 

history). Results from time history analysis are wont to observe and compare the ground response of all the models. Displacements 

and moments are compared to work out the seismic pounding gap between adjacent structures. 

 

4.2 Time history analysis 

Time history analysis has been role out exploitation the Imperial depression Earthquake record of might eighteen, 1940 additionally 

referred to as the Elcentro earthquake for getting the assorted floor responses. 

   

                           
 

                          Fig 4.1 Displacement at different points and support moment at different distances are shown 

 

 The maximum displacement is written on the respective joint, the +ve values tells the displacement in +ve x direction and -ve 

values tells the displacement in -v x direction For this case we observed that the storey displacement was same for adjacent floor.The 

moment at the respective supports is given in the table at different distance of separation.We can see from the moment table that 

the moment for support of the building which are close to each other is increasing as the separation between building is increased 

and the moment at the far end support is decreasing .The support moment at the far ends is decreased by 20%, and the support 

moment at the near end is increased by almost 45% when the buildings are at sufficient distance from each other. 

                                                

                                                       
                                          

                                                               Fig 4.2 Variation in support moment at different distance between building 
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                                                   Fig 4.3 Displacement graph of the top storey 

 

In fig 4.3 we see in legends two joints; these two joints are from top storey of both buildings .From this graph we see the 

displacement of the top storey at different time, and since both buildings where of same height ang same floor height there 

displacement graph is overlapping. The maximum displacement for both building in +xe direction is 48.58mm and - 

ve direction is 63.2mm, taking maximum deflection is 63.2mm 

So total gap between both the building should be 63.2 + 63.2mm = 126.4mm so  

they will not collide. Displacement per storey is 0.0158m 

 

4.2.2 Analysis of model with Buildings of equal height and different floor height 

                      
                       Fig4.4 Displacement at different points and support moment at different distances are shown 

 

The maximum displacement is written on the respective joint, the +ve values tells the displacement in +ve x direction and -ve values 

tells the displacement in  -ve x direction For this case we observed that the storey displacement is different for top storey  and the 

displacements for the below floors are same as seen from the figure. The moment at the respective supports is given in the table at 

different distance of separation. We can see from the moment table that the moment for support of the building which are close to 

each other is increasing as the separation between building  is increased and the moment at the far end support is decreasing. 

The support moment at the far ends is decreased by 40%, and the support moment at the near end is increased by approx. 100% 

when the buildings are at sufficient distance from each other. 
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                                  Fig 4.5 Variation in support moment at different distance between building 

 

                                   
 

 

                                                          Fig 4.6 Displacement graph of the top storey 

 

In fig 4.6 we see the displacement graph of the both the buildings, the graphs show the motion of the buildings where same but the 

magnitudes where different, the graph in green colour is of buildings with more floors. The maximum displacement of the 1st 

building in +xe direction is 52.48mm and -ve direction is 66.47mm so maximum deflection is 66.47mm. For 2nd building the  

maximum displacement in +ve direction is 41.94mm and in -ve direction is 55.41mm, Maximum displacement is 55.41mm, 

So total gap between both the building should be 66.47 + 55.41mm = 121.88mm so they will not collide.  

The displacement per storey for 1st building is 0.0133m and displacement per storey for 2nd building is 0.013 
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        4.2.3 Analysis of model with Buildings of different height and same floor height 

 

                               
              Fig 4.7 Displacement at different points and support moment at different distances are shown 

 

The maximum displacement is written on the respective joint, the +ve values tells the displacement in +ve x direction and -ve values 

tells the displacement in -ve x direction For this case we observed that the storey displacement is same for adjacent storey. 

The moment at the respective supports is given in the table at different distance of separation. We can see from the moment table 

that the moment for support of the building which are close to each other is increasing as the separation between building  

is increased and the moment at the far end support is decreasing. The support moment at the far ends is decreased by 40% for shorter 

building  and decreased by 36% for taller building, and the support moment at the near end is increased by approx. 100% when the 

buildings are at sufficient distance from each other. 

 

 

                            
 

                        Fig 4.8 Variation in support moment at different distance between building 
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                                               Fig 4.9 Displacement graph of the top storey 

 

In fig 4.9 we see that the graph of displacement of the top storey of both the buildings, the green colour graph is of the taller building. 

Since the floor height were same the motion of both the buildings were similar. The maximum displacement of the shorter building 

in +xe direction is 37.47mm and -ve direction is 41.39mm, maximum deflection is 41.39mm. For taller building the  

maximum displacement in +ve direction is 47.74mm and in -ve direction is 50.96mm, maximum displacement is 50.96mm, 

So total gap between both the building should be 41.39 + 50.96mm = 92.35 mm so they will not collide.  

The displacement per storey for shorter building is 0.0138m and displacement per storey for taller building is 0.0128m 

 

 

4.2.4 Analysis of model with Buildings of different height and different floor height 

                                     
 

                                 Fig 4.10 Displacement at different points and support moment at different distances are shown 

 

The maximum displacement is written on the respective joint, the +ve values tells the displacement in +ve x direction and -ve values 

tells the displacement in -ve x direction.For this case we observed that the storey displacement of shorter building is same as the 

storey below it of the taller building.The moment at the respective supports is given in the table at different distance of separation.We 

can see from the moment table that the moment for support of the building which are close to each other is increasing as the 

separation between building is increased and the moment at the far end support is decreasing.The support moment at the far ends is 

decreased by 32% for shorter building and decreased by 22% for taller building, and the support moment at the near end is increased 

by approx. 44% when the buildings are at sufficient distance from each other. 
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                                  Fig 4.11 Variation in support moment at different distance between building 

 

                                         
                                                Fig 4.12 Displacement graph of the top storey 

 

In fig 4.12 we see the top storey displacement of both the buildings, the green colours line shows the displacement of the taller 

building. The maximum displacement of the shorter building in +xe direction is 43.78mm and -ve direction is 56m, maximum 

deflection is 56mm. For taller building the maximum displacement in +ve direction is 50.76mm and in -ve direction is 66.72mm,  

maximum displacement is 66.72mm,So total gap between both the building should be 56 + 66.72mm = 112.72mm so they will not 

collide. The displacement per storey for shorter building is 0.0187m and displacement per storey for taller building is 0.0167m 

 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study has been to analyse seismic pounding effects between buildings with soil interaction and to observe the 

structural behaviour in the post elastic range. For this, SAP2000, a linear and non-linear static and dynamic analysis and style 

program for 3 dimensional structures has been used. 

Dynamic analysis has been administered to understand about the deformations, natural frequencies, and time periods, floor 

responses displacements. The non-linear dynamic analysis or time history is performed on the structure to find out displacements 

and behaviour of the structure during earthquake. The models that have been studied are two 3 storeys (G+2) building with different 

storey height, 4 storey (G+3) building, and 5 storeys (G+4) building of which have been created in SAP2000. 

The first phase of the study involves the creation and analysis of the model and Non-linear dynamic analysis have been carried out 

on the above models. The structure passed all the check before analysing the structure. Based on the observations from the analysis 

results, the following conclusions can be drawn. It was found that minimum seismic gap can be provide 0.015m per storey. 

In the second phase of the project Nonlinear dynamic analysis with Elcentro earthquake excitation data as input is administered on 

those models to observe the behaviour of the structure under earthquake excitation. The floor responses due to earthquake excitation 

in the 5-storey building and 4 storey combination and 3 storey and 4 storey combination with different storey height were higher 

than other combinations. 

If we consider maximum displacement; the displacement increases as the spacing between the building increased. It is observed 

that; the building frames 82 with different storey height exhibits 8% and 23% higher defection than building frames with same 

storey height at top and bottom level respectively. When the buildings are kept close to each other they hit each other as due to 

insufficient space between them and therefore the moment at the support close to each other have less moment as compared to the 

buildings spaced far apart .Reduction in moment is observed to be 41.63% for building frames spaced faraway that of closely spaced 

frames. Soil structure interaction also studied and is noted that as the soil was getting stiffer the SSI effect became less significant 

as a result the structure maximum drift decreased. 
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